Rainfall Information System Based on Weather Radar for Debris Flow Disaster Mitigation
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Abstract

Rainfall-triggered debris flow has caused multiple impacts to the environment. It is regarded as the most severe secondary hazards of volcanic eruption. However, limited access to the active volcano slope restricts the ground rain measurement as well as the direct delivery of risk information. In this study, an integrated information system is proposed for volcanic-related disaster mitigation under the framework of X-Plor/X-band Polarimetric Radar for Prevention of Water Disaster. In the first part, the acquisition and processing of high-resolution X-band dual polarimetric weather/X-MP radar data in real-time scheme for demonstrating the disaster-prone region are described. The second part presents the design of rainfall resource database and extensive maps coverage of predicted hazardous information in GIS web-based platform accessible both using internet and offline. The proposed platform would be useful for communicating the disaster risk prediction based on weather radar in operational setting.
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1. Introduction

Debris flow disaster triggered by heavy rain is noticed as the most serious secondary impact of volcanic disaster. In aftermath of eruption, the mountain flank is usually difficult to access and the rain observation stations may be damaged during emergency. Weather radar is promising equipment for observing rainfall remotely with high accuracy. Compared to the conventional radar, X-band multiparameter weather radar/X-MP radar provides more fine rainfall information (Kato and Maki, 2009) which is very advantageous for hydrological purpose.

The estimation and prediction of triggering rainfall require detail precipitation monitoring, as the debris flows have small time and spatial scales. For short flooding lead times, rainfall nowcasting is required for forecasting the near future events. Radar echo extrapolation techniques have been the mainstream of rainfall very-short-term prediction (Reyniers, 2008). Distinguishing the hazardous and non-hazardous events in particular sub-basin is necessary for the warning issuance in emergency situation. Rainfall critical line is broadly applied in sediment flow researches and operations (Neary et al., 1987) for determining the triggering rain which causes material movement. However, they were not developed by using the data form weather radar observations.

Disaster risk information is a major element of disaster mitigation system (Bradley et al., 2014). Communicating the rainfall data, particularly the forecast products to the user at the risk-prone area is a challenging part of the risk information. The prime motivation is to assist better decision making for those receiving the information. An attractive prospect is the use of relatively complex graphics with web-based system. X-band Polarimetric Radar for Prevention of Water Disaster (X-Plor) is a platform of information system of rainfall monitoring and nowcasting from X-MP radar. In the V.1.0 version, the application of X-MP radar installed in Merapi Volcano, Indonesia, is developed as a soft-countermeasures of multimodal sediment disaster caused by eruption, which is historically one of the most active volcanoes in Indonesia. This attempt will complement the aforesaid utilization of radar technology and the forecasting model under the intelligent network as part of a unified flood management in volcanic basins.

2. Rainfall Remote Monitoring and Prediction by Radar

2.1. Technology of X-MP Radar

Weather radars transmit electromagnetic pulses toward the hydrometeors and measure the scattered signal. The measured parameter is echo intensity or reflectivity measured in dBZ. Radars are an appealing instrument for observing rainfall over large spatial domains within fine time resolutions. The X-MP radar is X-band radar, which is operated on a wavelength of 2.5-4 cm and a frequency of 8-12 GHz. With the short wavelength, the radar can provide higher resolution image of target identification. It provides rainfall measurement with 50 m spatial resolution and 2 minutes temporal resolution in real-time. X-band radars offer various advantages, including its capability to achieve fine spatial resolution and small size (Galgani et al., 2017) which is beneficial for hydrological purpose (Neto et al., 2018).

In contrast to conventional radars, which measure horizontal reflectivity (Zh), polarimetric radar measure from both horizontal and vertical polarizations (Zv). The fundamental polarimetric
parameters for estimating the rainfall intensity are differential reflectivity \((Z_{DP})\) and specific differential phase \((K_{DP})\) derived from differential propagation phase \((\varphi)\) between vertical and horizontal polarizations. Since \(K_{DP}\) is less sensitive to raindrop size distribution variation (Maki et al., 2005) and to attenuation by rainfall echo (Ryzhkov, et al., 2005), quantitative rain estimates could be provided accurately (Scharfenberg et al., 2005).

The radar hardware configuration consists of X-MP radar antenna unit connected with signal processing unit (SPU) which are placed outdoor and personal computer (PC) as indoor installation. The antenna uses solid-state transmitter which has higher durability than magnetron. LAN cables connect the transmit unit to SPU and to PC. The backscattered waves are processed by radio frequency converter and transferred to SPU. SPU processes the signals digitally and delivers them to the data storage unit through LAN cable. The data is stored in PC and displayed as images in real time. Bottom panel of Figure 1 shows the radar hardware configuration.

### 2.2. Data Preprocessing Subsystem

The radar parameters are obtained from constant altitude plan position indicator (CAPPI) scans. Jeong et al. (2014) used CAPPI data of radar to simulate runoff using SWAT model. CAPPI algorithm generates horizontal cross-section display of radar-versed parameters at specific layer height collected from all plan position indicator (PPI) scans. For hydrology purpose, CAPPI at the lowest elevation angle should be used if there are no beam blockages. Before being applied, attenuation of \(Z_i\) is corrected by using modified self-consistent method for X-band (Park et al., 2005a).

\[
10\log_{10}[Z_{DP}(r)]=10\log_{10}[Z_{DP}(r)]-2\sum_{n} A_n(s)ds
\]

\[
A_n(r) = \left[ \frac{Z_{DP}^{n}(r)}{I(r, r)} \right] ds
\]

where, \(Z_{DP}\) is attenuated \(Z_i\) (mm\(^3\)m\(^{-1}\)), \(r\) is range, \(A_n\) is specific attenuation (dBkm\(^{-1}\)), \(n\) and \(b\) are coefficient and \(\varphi\) is differential propagation phase (°). The coefficients are determined in accordance with optimal values for X-band (Park et al., 2005b).

### 2.3. Quantitative Precipitation Estimates

Quantitative Precipitation Estimates (QPE) by weather radar is provided by the radar-rainfall algorithm. A composite method proposed by Park et al. (2005b) is adapted in this study:

\[
(Z_{DP}) = \begin{cases} 
7.07 \times 10^3 Z_{DP}^{0.51} & \text{for } Z_{DP} \leq 30 \text{DBZ} \\
19.63 K_{DP} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
R_{DP}(r) = \begin{cases} 
2.5 & \text{for } R_{DP} \leq 0.3 \text{~km}^{-1} \\
19.63 K_{DP} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where, \(K_{DP}\) is in \(\text{km}^{-1}\), \(R\) is in mm/h and \(Z_{DP}\) is in mm\(^3\)m\(^{-1}\). The results of this algorithm. After the preprocessing and radar-rainfall algorithm are applied, the radar-rainfall estimator product is obtained on 50 x 50 m grid for 60 km range with for every observation time. Composite method is among the best quality of QPE products (Wang and Chandrasekar, 2010).

### 2.4 Radar Echo Linear Extrapolation Model

Prediction of near future rainfall helps to reduce the effect of rain-induced debris flow. This system is designed to enable the rainfall short-term prediction by using radar QPE in real-time scheme. Rainbow nowcasting systems currently use the extrapolation of observed radar reflectivity as the mainstream method (Mejsnar et al., 2018). The nowcasting model used in this study is radar echo extrapolation model proposed by Shibuya et al. (1984). The dynamics of the horizontal rainfall intensity distribution \(r(x, y, t)\) with the spatial coordinate \((x, y)\) at time \(t\) is described as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial r}{\partial t} + m \frac{\partial r}{\partial x} + n \frac{\partial r}{\partial y} = w
\]

\[
m = \frac{\partial x}{\partial t}, \quad n = \frac{\partial y}{\partial t}, \quad w = \frac{\partial t}{\partial t}
\]

where, \(m\) and \(n\) are advection vector by which the horizontal rainfall distribution is assumed to be translated, and \(w\) is the growth/decay rate of rainfall intensity. The \(m\), \(n\), and \(w\) formations are specified on each grid linearly in the manner of:

\[
m(x, y) = c_1 x + c_2 y + c_3
\]

\[
n(x, y) = c_4 x + c_5 y + c_6
\]

\[
w(x, y) = c_7 x + c_8 y + c_9
\]

The \(c_1\) to \(c_9\) parameters are optimized by linear least square using past observed radar-rainfall. This model is powerful for predicting short events within 3 hours lead time, yet the performance decreases rapidly for longer prediction time. The model predictability is verified by visually comparing the predicted and observed rainfall. As mentioned in Figure 1, the quantitative precipitation forecasts/QPF are modeled from the previously observed rain sheets produced every 2 minutes.

### 2.5. Prediction of Debris Vulnerability Through Risk Mapping

Previous studies stated that rain intensity and duration are important contributing factors to debris flow occurrence (Wesn and Daug, 2005). In this research, the exceedance of rainfall to specific threshold is used to judge the risk level in grid basis using the predicted rainfall. Until recently, the debris flow early warning system primarily uses rainfall threshold (Pan et al., 2018). Figure 2 shows the threshold line for debris in Boyong Rivers in one...
control point from Mananoma and Wardoyo (2008) and black broken line from last five years observation. To distinguish the river basin which is prone to debris, the prevalent rainfall based on the historical rainfall is analyzed along with slope parameter which also highly influences the debris flow event. Frequency analysis is employed to identify area with high likelihood of rainfall. From long recorded data, the area without high rain is marked with the lowest number. The area that is most frequently experiences high rain is marked with the highest number (Islam and Sado, 1999). Here, high rain refers to the threshold exceedance. The prevalence is shown by probability map showing the vulnerability score. The score is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Susceptibility score} = \text{Rank}_{\text{rain}} \times \text{Weight}_{\text{rain}} + \text{Rank}_{\text{slope}} \times \text{Weight}_{\text{slope}}
\]

Same weights are assigned for both rain and slope factors. All parameter values are normalized from 0 to 1. The spatially distributed score is calculated by GIS technique and gives susceptibility index in grid basis. GIS has been used widely in flood disaster management in Vietnam (Tran et al., 2008) and America (Gunes and Kovel, 2000). In the case of sediment, La Ville et al. (2002) used remote sensing along with GIS, Chen and Yu applied GIS and morphometric analysis, and Di et al. (2008) employed GIS-based risk analysis of debris flow in Sichuan.

2 System Design of Risk Information

3.1 Framework of Rain-triggered Debris Disaster Information

A system for disaster mitigation through the application of X-MP radar in various types of water-related hazards is developed in this study. X-band Polarimetric Radar for Prevention of Water Disaster (X-Plore) is a platform of information system of rainfall monitoring and nowcasting observed by X-MP radar. The implementation scheme X-Plore V.1.0 version including the design of its dissemination to the end-users is presented in Figure 3. The system provides two scheme of use, i.e. online, which is real-time application, and offline. Online data and calculations refer to the use of real-time data input and the analysis. The input data is radar-rainfall observation and debris threshold. The real-time QPE is displayed in rainfall spatial map all over the radar range in every two minutes by using the method explained in section 2.3. In order to see the progression of the rainfall rate in specific location as well as in targeted catchments, hyetograph is provided along with rain map. These graphs are updated with real-time data feed through the cloud and processing station. The subsequent rainfall observations sheets are introduced to the rainfall prediction by radar echo extrapolation model. The method has been explained in section 2.4. Accordingly, the QPFs in rain map as well as in hyetograph can be shown in the system with two minutes interval. The risk map derived by using threshold in Figure 2 is also provided in this system. In other words, the outputs of online system are spatial rainfall observation, spatial rainfall prediction, hyetograph of rainfall observation, hyetograph of rainfall prediction, and risk map.

In this stage, the forecasting products are provided after some period of time from the real-time. The lag is due to the time needed for data transfer and model running with sufficient spatial resolution. To handle single 6 hours prediction in single PC, 1 minute is required from data acquisition to analysis and interpretation. As for the offline application, it provides disaster risk mapping based on predominant rain and slope gradient which is generated from the historical data of rainfall during observation campaign. The method is explained in section 2.5. This map can be utilized to identify basin and specific point that historically has high, which may lead to debris flow. In other words, the inputs of this system are past rainfall, debris threshold, and topographical map. The GIS analysis provides the long-term vulnerability map. In the X-plore, only rainfall observation and debris susceptibility map can be accessed directly by the public. As for the forecasted rainfall, the information delivery should be interpreted by the water or weather-related authorities before being launched to the people at risk. In most countries, disaster warnings are issued by government. Careful use of prediction results is needed to avoid false alarm as well as failed detection as they may weaken public confidence. The similar systems are found in Palau et al. (2018). It develops a model for forecasting areas that may be affected by debris flow in operational framework. However, it is applied over large scale instead of small scale rivers. In Hong Kong, the meteorological information system is developed by integrating spatial information that is able to store, manage, analyze, display and exploit geographic information (Wong, 2013).

3.2 GIS Web-based Platform

X-Plore platform is developed for providing geographical information system/GIS capabilities through maps that can be accessed from everywhere through web. The spatial rainfall intensity data is directly transferred in web map for whole observation domain. Through the GIS web-based platform, specific information is made available in flexible ways, such as rain intensity in every grid and rainfall distribution over the time. The X-Plore webGIS is developed using Google API (Application Programming Interface). The API program code connects the Google Map to the web. At first, the maps API JavaScript code is added to the HTML. After getting the Google Maps API key, the map is set with the size of 120 x 120 km following X-MP radar range. Though the map extent is set to the maximum available data, the latitude and longitude are set to the coordinates of partic-
ular targeted river basins. Google Fusion Tables provides the way to show the geographical data in Google Maps. The data from X-MP radar is uploaded in CSV format and geocoded according to the column with designated fields showing the location information. The CAPPi data product from X-MP radar has raster format with X, Y, Z value, showing the location of observed points and the value of the variable. Therefore, the CSV file is prepared based on point data and imported to Fusion Tables. The attributes of Z value placed in the columns consist of QPE, QPF, historical rainfall factor, slope factor, and susceptibility score with same spatial resolution. QPE and QPF as there is limit of the total file size stored in the Fusion Table, the QPE and QPF data in real-time from the radar cloud server are introduced to Google Drive and updated each time the new data are supplied.

The website development uses CodeIgniter close source application. This is a framework for PHP server scripting language with Model, View, and Controller/MVC modeling for developing dynamic website. The small configuration of MVC architecture allows the simple website development for programmer and designer of X-plore. The management system of rainfall spatial database on the web uses MySQL, which is run on server. The SQL statements are used to query and manipulate the fusion tables with HTTP requests. After all objects are ready, the browser will load the JavaScript Google Maps API using event onload command and the overlaid spatial data with Google Map can be seen in the X-plore website. A comparison with similar system is done. In Kong observatory, the system is developed by HTML5 web browser language, while the dynamic map is built by open source OpenLayers (Wong, 2013).

4 Use Case

4.1 Study Region

The study is conducted in river basins originated from Merapi volcano, Yogyakarta Special Province, Indonesia (7.5407'S, 110.4457'E) with elevation of 3317 AMSL as depicted in Figure 4. In the V.1.0 version, the application of X-MP radar installed in Merapi Museum (-7.616009, 110.424357) in January 2015 in the altitude of 755 AMSL, is developed for mitigation of multimodal sediment disaster caused by volcanic eruption. There are 12 rivers which are vulnerable for debris, e.g. Pabelan River, Boyong River, Putih River, Kuning River, Gendol River, Krasak River. As many as 70,000 people are living in the first danger zone on the Merapi flank. Observations of several rainfall occurrences in this area using X-MP Radar have shown that composite algorithm can estimate the rainfall intensity reasonably. One significant eruption has occurred in October 2010. It has caused the debris flow in the subsequent rainy season. High amount of rain in March 2011 has brought 60% of volcanic material which was accumulated on the top. The debris flow was transported as far as 20 km with 110 km/hr speed of flow. In Gendol River, sediment reached 20 km and buried 21 houses, which evacuated 200 residents. X-MP radar was installed in January 2015 in Merapi Museum with the elevation of 755 MSL.

4.2. Online Web Application of GIS

In the Figure 5, the main menu of X-plore is shown. Figure 6 illustrates the observation results of X-MP radar on February 17, 2016 case in X-plore. The information about radar-rainfall intensity in particular point with X Y coordinate is shown in the comment balloon for 16.30 local standard time/LST. In order to see the progression of rainfall rate in specific location as well as in targeted catchments, hyetograph is provided together with precipitation mapping. The pink chart shows the CL and the black lines shows the real-time observed snake line development. This snake line will be an information to determine the initiation of the debris. When the line approach the CL, an evacuation should be warned immediately.

It can be seen that the radar could capture the rainfall characteristic difference in terms of the magnitude as well as timing. Though Gendol River and Boyong River are near, the rainfall intensity of Gendol River was much higher than that of Boyong River. The maximum rain occurred with similar intensity but with short delay between neighbouring basins. It indicates that the radar could successfully capture the motion of the rain echo. It also shows the detail information of rainfall spatial distribution in hyetograph in X-plore. The grid point rainfall intensity ranged from 1 mm/hr to 90 mm/hr. It can be seen by this menu, in average the rain over Gendol basin increased at 15.00 LST and reached the maximum at 16.15 LST with 3 hours total duration of heavy rain events, which is highly contributed to the occurrence of the debris disaster along the river stream.

Figure 7 demonstrates the menu of rainfall nowcasting up to 3 hours lead time. In order to evaluate the performance of nowcasting model, the true radar echo pattern is displayed once the radar has completed the observation. Through the visual com-
It is found that on some occasions the rain echo are in the incorrect position. This finding is in accordance with Mejšnar et al., (2018) who mentioned that the correlation for the extrapolation is 45.4 min. Generally, local convective storms are predicted poorly, while large-scale rainfall are better nowcasted. The predicted vulnerable area in one basin judged from the critical level exceedance is shown in hazard map as given in the inserted picture of Figure 8. This map would assist better decision making for the risk-prone region in emergency situation.

4.3 Offline Web GIS Implementation

The results of susceptibility map using past historical rainfall more than threshold are illustrated in Figure 9. The probability ranges from above 0 to nearly 1. Some areas have high probability of rainfall, such as around the summit of Merapi and above Progo River Magelang. This phenomenon may be attributable to orographic effect. Few regions experience two times of heavy rains that may induce debris flow and many places have one time heavy rainfall from October 2015 to February 2016.

From GDEM topographical data, slope of the terrain is calculated. The value is converted to absolute value as depicted in Figure 10. It can be inferred that 2 km surrounding the summit have the highest slope factor. This value will be combined with rain frequency factor to analyze the debris susceptibility in each region. Based on the probability of rain events selected from the debris threshold and slope factors, the susceptibility score is calculated spatially for each calculation grid by parametric method. Figure 11 provides the susceptibility of the catchments to the debris flow disaster drawn from data of observation campaign period. Red, yellow, and blue colors indicate the high, medium, and low susceptibility respectively. The past debris flood cases on Decem-
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